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of course, if youre looking for a single-player
experience, then youre going to get that too.
the campaign is an interesting narrative, and

features an incredibly memorable antagonist in
cell, but theres not a lot to it. it never quite gels,
and doesnt really feel like a proper conclusion to
the series, despite the excellent setting, and the

beginning of some truly epic boss battles. if
youre in it for the crysis name, then youll

probably be disappointed too, since crysis 2
ultimately did it better. after a meeting with
claire fontanelli and karl ernst rasch, prophet
and psycho launch their mission to sabotage

and destroy c.e.l.'s two main power sources in
new york city. fulton hydrodam, which is

situated in the financial districtof the city, is
connected to c.'s aerial defence system. system
x, described by claireas the achilles heel of c., is
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a mysterious, infinite ceph power source, and is
later revealed by prophet to be the alpha ceph.
both facilities are destroyed and the alpha ceph
initiates the gradual formation of a white hole
on the outskirts of the nanodome. and i'd just
like to express my appreciation tocrysis 3 for

being over in two quick sessions, so the
weekend i'd set aside for ploughing through it
could instead be spent exploring the human

body's maximum pie capacity. the fact that it
hasn't been that long since crysis 2 made the
whole affair smell of hack-job to me, and what

also didn't bode well was that the graphic
forcrysis 3 on the xbox dashboard showed
thecrysis 2box art. i suppose it's easy to

overlook the fine details when you're hacking
out a sequel with a fucking meat cleaver.
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this is all the reason i need to crack on and get
mma 141 out this weekend, because its gonna

be a slightly more complicated decision than the
week's free rush job on crysis 3.it's also worth

noting that mma 141 has a pretty high score on
metacritic, so its not like you're in any danger of
missing out on any big numbers, and if it turns
out to be as hit and miss as crysis 3, then i'll

have spent my weekend having it up the arse
with a hammer. i've only spent time with the
first two missions of mma 141, but i think the

game does a really great job of getting the
mechanics of the series and its main character,
raiden, down pat. it may be more action-heavy

than crysis 3, but it does a good job of
maintaining some of the stealth and exploration
that makes this series so appealing. i suppose it

has to be said that some of the sound design
can be a little weird, and that the soundtrack is
basically an instrumental version of "tracks of
my tears" and "let the weight of the world go
'round" that you can't do anything about. but

these are all just small issues, and really, what's
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important here is the glorious gameplay. it's the
third crysis, and it's a good third crysis. it's

made with the best of everything. it's crysis. it
has the same problems and the same solutions

that the previous games did, and it's still the
best. you've got the guy with the gun who can

turn into a jellyfish, you've got the super-soldier,
you've got the pyramid, you've got the guns,

you've got the laser guns, you've got the alien
ship, you've got the alien weapons, you've got

the new-found speed, you've got the new-found
stealth, you've got the new-found abilities,

you've got the same old problems that you had
in the previous games, you've got the same old
solutions that you had in the previous games,
you've got the same old nano-suit, you've got

the same old nanosuit, you've got the same old
opening level, you've got the same old

helicopter, you've got the same old weapons,
you've got the same old story, you've got the
same old firefights, you've got the same old

aliens. 5ec8ef588b
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